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Faith Child celebrating with the BCDO crowd.

Celebrating Jesus Together
Each year tens of thousands of individuals and families from across
the United Kingdom gather for Big Church Day Out (BCDO), two lifechanging days of music, worship, and loving Jesus. Over 40,000
participants joined in this year’s amazing event to hear such artists
and bands as Matt Redman, Kari Jobe, Guvna B, Lucy Grimble, LZ7,
Britt Nicole, and many others. This month TBN UK will be airing
select highlights from 2018’s BCDO, hosted by award-winning Christian
rapper Faith Child, a regular artist at BCDO. Check out Faith Child’s take
on this major UK Christian music festival (below), and join him each
week for BCDO Highlights, airing Fridays at 7:30 p.m., and repeated
Saturdays at 2 p.m. — exclusively on TBN UK.
As a musician and rapper I take part in many Christian
music festivals and gatherings throughout the year. And
without a doubt, Big Church Day Out is at the top of the
list for great music, atmosphere, and life-changing impact
for all who participate —both artists and audience. If there’s
anything close to heaven on earth, it has to be Big Church
Day Out. There is an awesome spirit of unity and fellowship
at work from start to finish, as diverse cultures, backgrounds,
musical genres, and expressions of faith all come together
in a two-day celebration of who Jesus is and what He has
accomplished for each of us!
As an artist and performer, I am always incredibly refreshed
as I witness audiences pressing in to worship the Lord and
encourage each artist. My band and I enjoy playing Big

Church Day Out every year, making new friends, and giving
our BCDO family a sneak peek at new material we’re working
on before we release it. It’s truly a joy for us to take part in
this life-transforming event.
This year’s event was a particularly exciting experience for
me as I had the privilege of working with TBN UK to film
the Big Church Day Out highlights series airing this month.
You won’t want to miss a single weekly installment as we
go behind the scenes to interview artists, hear about their
passion for Jesus, and experience the beauty of thousands
of believers enjoying God’s presence. Plus, you’ll witness
all the fun that is part of the BCDO experience.
On a personal note, one experience I will never forget
was meeting up with one of the security guards working
at BCDO this year. This young man shared his incredible
testimony of coming to faith in Christ a couple of years ago
when he “just happened” to take a shift at Big Church Day
Out, heard the Gospel message, and gave his heart and life
to Christ. At the end of the day, that’s what Big Church Day
Out is all about — people coming to Jesus!
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Matt Redman chats with TBN UK hosts Faith Child and Jennifer Norbury

Martin Smith returned to BCDO

Faith Child takes to the stage

Hillsong London took part at both BCDO North & South

2018
Faith Child and Jennifer film with the Big Church Day Out crowd

Kari Jobe and Cody Carnes were one of the headline worship acts

Britt Nicole on the main stage

Travis Greene peformed a song with his son

Faith Child interviewing Pat Barrett and Housefires

The ever-energetic For King & Country entertain at the Big Church Day Out

ALL NEW on TBN UK
ZOE CLARK-COATES

SOUL TEARS

Each week global grief expert Zoe Clark-Coates
welcomes extraordinary individuals for conversations
from the heart about their journeys through loss and
grief to healing and hope. You’ll be inspired as you
experience the stories of people who found personal
transformation as they faced pain head-on.

Mondays at 7:30pm, repeats Wednesday 9:30am,
Saturdays at 6am and Sundays at 9:30pm

LEON FONTAINE

SMOKETOWN
In this exclusive new TBN drama series, a mysterious
and shocking murder brings together a law enforcement
officer, a journalist, and a teenage girl to supernaturally
battle for their city’s poorest and most racially
diverse neighbourhood.

Saturdays at 9:30pm, repeats Tuesday 1am

CJAY, JANINE & JOHAN

TRUE NORTH

Each week a team of gifted worship leaders come
together to create spontaneous moments of worship
that lead us into God’s presence. Join Cjay, Janine, and
Johan as they offer some core truths about ministering
to God and inviting Him into our homes and hearts.
Fridays at 8am, repeats midnight Saturday

PAUL MANWARING

PERSPECTIVES: LIFE-WORK-FAITH

Mondays at 7:30pm, repeats Wednesday 9:30am,
Saturdays at 6am and Sundays at 9:30pm

How we perceive our world and circumstances will affect
how we respond to every area of life — including our
work. Join pastor and teacher Paul Manwaring for this
fascinating series that explores the intricate connection
between our faith and work, and how it impacts the rest
of our life.
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How has
TBN UK HIGHLIGHTS

TBN UK

helped YOU?
“I said the prayer of salvation while watching
your channel TBN UK and became completely
overwhelmed. I couldn’t stop crying. I’ve been
so depressed and in such a dark place for
months. Now I feel like a weight has been
lifted of my shoulders. I came across your
channel completely by accident but I’m glad
I did! I feel like I’ve been given this extra
strength from somewhere. Thank you guys.”
– Dan

Olly and Helen Goldenberg meet with families on At Home With God

TBN Meets speaker and author, Pastor
Leon Fontaine...

“A friend told me about TBN UK nearly 2
years ago. I really think it has saved my life,
since the sudden unexpected death of my 17
year old son in May 2016. I watch the channel all the time. The other TV channels seem
so meaningless and irrelevant. Thank you so
much for the work you do. I wish I had known
about TBN years ago as it would have saved
me a lot of heartache in my life.”
– Lesa

...and Henrietta Blyth, CEO of
Open Doors UK

Thanks for Your Partnership!
Every week our TBN UK team is hard at work creating
cutting-edge programming designed to impact hearts
and lives with the love of Jesus. And no one is more
important to the process than you.

Pastor Michael White shares a joke with Christian comedian, Tom Elliott
Award-winning South African singer, Loyiso Bala, leads worship on Praise From London

It costs a little over £15 for each minute to keep TBN UK
on the air. With close to 44,000 minutes in the average
month, we depend upon friends like you to make
certain that every heart and home across the United
Kingdom has access to the life-changing broadcast
ministry of TBN UK.
Thank you so much for your prayerful sponsorship of
a minute or more of programming to keep TBN UK
broadcasting the Good News of Jesus across the UK
and beyond. Simply log on to tbnuk.org/tbnminute,
phone us on 0208 208 5680, or write to us at 226
Church Road, Willesden, London, NW10 9NR. You
can also make a one-time donation via your mobile
or smart phone by texting TBNUK to 70004 to make
a £5 gift or TBNUK£10 to 70004 to make a £10 gift.
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— OUR GIFT OF THANKS TO YOU THIS MONTH —

NO MATTER HOW DEEP OR HIDDEN THE WOUND,

NEW RELEASE

Jesus holds your
key to healing.

RECEIVE JOYCE MEYER’S NEW BOOK FOR YOUR
PARTNERSHIP THIS MONTH.

I

n her inspiring new book, Healing the Soul of a Woman: How
to Overcome Your Emotional Wounds, Joyce Meyer reveals her
personal journey of healing from horrific abuse and helps you see
that the hurts you’ve held on to are mountains Jesus can remove.

TO REQUEST THIS SPECIAL RESOURCE, CONTACT US TODAY:

3 WAYS TO REQUEST
Thank You for Partnering with Us!

MAIL

cheque or card

PHONE

0208 208 5680

ONLINE
tbnuk.org
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